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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM MID ITS SIGNIFICANCE
Nature and Scope of the Study
Purpose of the study .-^ The aims of this study are
threefold: (a) to reveal the frequency of occupational
information appearing in three typical "business textbooks
used in high school commercial courses, (b) to present a
comprehensive analysis of the occupational information so
gathered, and, (c) to suggest methods of teaching such
occupational information to high school commercial students
in conjunction with their regular courses.
Scope of the study .— This study limits itself to an
examination and analysis of three business textbooks,
1/
Carroll L. Shartle ' s definition of "occupational informa-
tion" is used as a guide in the development of this thesis.
Accurate and useable information about
jobs and occupations; Information about
industries and processes insofar as such
information is directly related to jobs; and
pertinent useable facts about occupational
trends and the supply and demand of labor.
'Justification
The need for teaching occupational Information .— There
1/ Carroll L. Shartle, Occupational Information , New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946, p. 1.
1^ Lv* • jrc-r. :.;t
orJ Ic oc’<" e'x;'.^:'' •
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is an ever-increasing need for the teaching of occupational
infomation in conjunction v^ith the general subject matter
in high school commercial courses. It is in this division
of the high school that graduates terminate their education
and enter the world of v/orkers.
The course content of the business subjects has
equipped these students with the techniques of business
operation, while, at the same time, overlooking the
instrument that makes the business operation possible,
namely, the operator or worker.
The need for occupational instruction in the schools
is clearly demonstrated when one searches for literature on
1/ 2/ y
the subject. Although Billings, Kitson, and Brewer
have done valuable work along these lines, very little
material is available on the correlation of occupational
information with school subjects.
Many authorities in the field of education have cited
their reasons for the necessity of teaching occupational
information.
1/ Mildred Lincoln Billings, Group Methods of Studying
Occupations . Scranton, Pennsylvania : International Textbook
Company, 1^41, pp. 222-251.
^ H. D. Kitson, ’’Vocational Guidance through School Subjects,”
Teachers College Record . New York: Columbia University,
May, 1937, footnote 18, pp. 638-645.
J. M. Brevier, Education as Guidance
. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, Chapter 19, p. 638.
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George E. Myers states that students must possess
adequate information to choose a vocation wisely.
Vifhen direct efforts are made to provide
an individual with adequate assistance in
making vocational plans, it becomes apparent
that the task includes, first of all,




The fourth cardinal principle of secondary education
stresses this sam.e point:
This ideal demands that the pupil
explore his own capacities and aptitudes,
and make a survey of the v/orld’s vvork, to
the end that he may select his vocation
wisely.
In a study of the conditions and attitudes of young
people in Maryland between the ages of 16 and 24, Howard
y
M. Bell found that students, when unassisted, choose an
inferior occupation.
While one out of every three youths
found to be engaged in professional work
had been given advice, less than one out
of nine working as unskilled laborers had
received such service.
George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance . New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1941, p. 109.
2/ Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education , Bulletin 1918,
No. 35, United States Bureau of Education. 7«ashington, D. C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1937, p. 13.
3/ Hov/ard M. Bell, Youth Tell Their Story . Washington, D. C.:
American Co^^ncil of Education, 1938, p. 38.
rr
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A greater understanding of subject matter is obtained
by focusing attention on occupational information. M. E.
1/
Lincoln states emphatically:
After a pupil has studied widely from
texts or references dealing with a large
variety of occupations, and has thus
obtained a general survey of the fields of
work, he i s ready for more specific informa-
tion about those that interest him most.
To demonstrate this most pressing need in the school
curricula, E. W. Barnhart states that inadequate
acquaintance v;ith the occupational environment is a




Dr. Sheldon Gulick notes that the average high school
graduates have no idea of what work means, what sort of
opportunities exist, how to look for work, or how to work
when the^^ get a job. To correct this deficiency he urges:
Above all things, the whole school
curriculum requires reconstruction so as
to develop the abilities of youth in
working together in modern industrial
life, and in acting together in intelligent
and self-res trained self-government.
TT M. E. Lincoln, Teaching About Vocational Life . New York:
International Book Company, 1937
,
p. 78.
2/ E. W. Barnhart, ’’National Business Education Outlook."
National Commercial Teachers Federation First Yearbook
,
1935, p. 38.
3/ Sheldon Gulick, Address Summarizing Regents Inquiry into
^aracter and Cost of Education in the State of Nev/ York .
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Dr. Gulick’s recommendation is corroborated by a
1/
recent school survey conducted by Alfred D. Simpson.
Occupational materials should be
provided in all grammar and high schools.
Classes in occupations for all the pupils
in both schools, including the vocational
departments, should be provided.
From these many authorities in the field of education,
it may be concluded that the school curricula today should
be changed to adjust itself to the needs of the students.
One direction may be toward vocational guidance with
occupational information as a supplement.
Objectives of the occupational information program . --
Before an effective program of occupational information can
be incorporated into the school curricula, certain objectives
must be kept in mind.
Wide latitude should be allowed in the imparting of
occupational information in order to provide adequate
training to those students who will go from high school
directly into some kind of work. These students should be
given the opportunity to discover how, through the
correlation of occupational information with school
subjects, they may learn to find the job to which they are
best adapted, what jobs are available at any given time.
\
^ Alfred D. Simpson, The Cambridge School Survey .
Cambridge, Massachusetts : Cambridge Public Schools, 1947,
p. 145.
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what the requirements are for a particular job, and how
they may prepare themselves to fill these jobs.
1/
Eight areas of study are suggested by George E. Myers
as requisites for an occupational knowledge of jobs:
1. Importance of the occupation
2. Nature of the work
3. Working conditions
4. Personal qualities needed
5. Opportunities for advancement
6. Preparation needed
7. Compensation
8. Advantages and disadvantages
A comprehensive list of objectives has been compiled
^ /
£/
by the Boston Public Schools which provides the prospective
teacher of occupational information with an effective summary
of the various factors that must enter into that teaching.
1. To develop an understanding of the
importance of work both for the development
of the individual and the welfare of society.
2. To acquaint the pupil with the
sources of information concerning occupa-
tional trends.
3. To assist the pupil in the evalua-
tion of his aptitudes, abilities, and
interests in relation to occupational
requirements
.
4. To introduce the techniques for
the study of an occupation.
5. To prepare the pupil for the process
of getting a job by giving information and
experience in the correct methods.
l/ George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational




^ Group Guidance Activities , Document No. 9, 1947. Boston:
Boston Public Schools, 1948, p. 15
. ;t
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6. To inculcate a sense of the
worker’s obligations as well as his rights
in reference to employment
These objectives are in accordance with the new point
1/
of view as expressed by Billet, who states that the
business courses should consist of exploratory, prevocation-
al, avocational and cultural values essential to the
general basic education of all youth at the secondary level,
2/
The objectives described in Document No. 9 of the
Boston Public Schools are the ideal that occupational
information courses should strive for, and are in keeping
with Shartle’s definition of "occupational information"
cited earlier in this study.'"
Importance of the study .— The importance of imparting
occupational information through regular school subjects,
especially in commercial courses where students are under-
going training for the business world, is obvious. Students
today are living in an era of specialization. The range of
jobs available is becoming increasingly technical and
specialized. The student must learn about these jobs and
what they require.
The importance of such training in occupational
Roy 0. Billet
,
Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching .
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2/ Group Guidance Activities , Document No. 9, 1947. Boston:
Boston Public Schools, 1948, p. 15.
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infomation in the world of today is summarized vividly hy
1/
Cohen, Ganley and Grady.
The swiftly changing Industrial,
economical and social scenes require that
our youth as well as adults learn what
opportunities await them, what problems
they must face, what personal qualifications
they must possess, and what preparation
they must have in order to make the most
of their opportunities and to adjust
themselves to the new situation.
Another good reason for the study of this problem is
that the teaching of occupational information in conjunction
with business subjects leads the student to a fuller
understanding of his studies. This point of view is
expressed by A. J. Cardall.
It has been demonstrated time and
again that teachers can improve student
interest in their subjects by emphasizing
the practical value of the subject
matter
.
By correlating business subjects and occupational
information, schools can help the student to acquire the
necessary knowledge about jobs and their requirements, to
analyze his interests and abilities, and to fill a useful
place in the world through the application of these
abilities. And, finally, the student is provided with a
better understanding of and new interest in his other
subject matter.
1/ D. Cohen, M. Ganley and w. Grady, Opportunity. New York:Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1939, pref. xT~.
2/ A. J. Cardall, A YJartime Guidance Program for Your School .
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The high school comiaercial course is an ideal working
area for the imparting of occupational ir^formation.
The Correlation of Occupational Information
with School Subjects
Correlation of occupational information with school
subjects simply means imparting information regarding
occupations related to school subjects, and yet not
1/
hindering the teaching of the original subject matter.
That there is need for correlation is readily seen from
the statements of many educational authorities, but this
need is not being met.
School curricula show little or no attention to this
need. A determining factor for the lack of change in the
school curricula to meet the newer demands of the school’s
obligation to teach occupational information is the
attitude of many educators that culture. Interpreted in a
very narrow sense, is the dominant aim of education. They
refuse to recognize the importance of, and the need of
emphasis on, ’Wocationalism'*
.
Another difficulty in correlating occupational
information with school curricula is the lack of understand-
ing shown by the classroom teacher. This deficiency is
rr Mildred Lincoln Billings, Group Methods of Studying
Occupati ons . Scranton, Pennsylvania: International Textbook
Company, 1941, p. 85.
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1/
brought out in the Strayer Report.
There is need for teachers to give
greater emphasis to the correlation of
occupational information v^ith the
subject matter taught.
2/
Document No. 9 of the Boston Public Schools points
out:
Every teacher has an opportunity
to impart some items of information to
his pupils that will help them in the
complex and difficult process of choosing
a goal in life and planning for their
future. By helping M. s classes to
understand the vocational, the avocational,
and the cultural values of his subject,
every teacher will make it more vital to
them
.
This study attempts to overcome the present deficiency
in teacher understanding by proposing methods whereby
occupational information may be Imparted through commercial
subjects in the high school curriculum.
1/ G. D. Strayer , Report of a Survey of the Public Schools
of Boston, Massachusetts
,




2/ Group Guidance Activities , Document No. 9, 1947. Boston
Boston Public Schools, 1948, p. 4.
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Evaluation and Selection of Textbooks
Problem of selecting textbooks to be used in this
study .-- In a preliminary investigation of textbooks to
use in thi s study, nine textbooks were selected, three from
each subject matter area to be investigated.
The textbooks which were chosen for preliminary
examination were as follows:
General Business Area
Robinson, Edwin M., Business Organization and
Practise. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1945.
Reed, Clinton A. and V. James Morgan, Introduction
to Business . Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1948.
Crabbe, Ernest H. and Paul L. Salsgiver, General
Business . Cincinnati, Ohio: Sou th-We' s tern
Publishing Company, 1944.
Economic Geography Area
McParlane, Charles T. and Flora lAi. Brigham, How
the World Lives and Works . New York:
American Book Company, 1^44
.
Staples, Carleton Z. and G. Morell York, Economic
Geography . Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western
Publi shi ng Com-pany, 1940.
Packard, Leonard 0., Charles p. Sinnott, and Bruce
Overton, The Nations Today . New York:
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Shield, H. G. end Harmon W. Wilson, Consumer
Economic Problems . Cincinnati, Ohio; South-
Western Publishing Company, 1940.
Nickols, Fred G., Junior Business Training for
Economic Living New York: American Book
Company, 1941.
Vi/ingate, Isabel B., Karen R. Gillespie, and Betty
G. Addison, Know Your Merchandise . New York:
Harper and Brothers Company, 1944
.
Methods used in selecting textbooks .— The nine
textbooks selected in the preliminary survey were chosen
because they were found to be typical business textbooks
used in many high school commercial courses, were rather
recent publications, and were standard works by established
authors
.
The final choice of textbooks to be used in this study
was determined by the following method:
Twenty teachers in the commercial field were asked to
evaluate all nine books by means of a check list for
1/
evaluating high school textbooks. This check list was
2/
chosen because it was cited by Prank A. Jensen as being
an excellent method for determining the textbooks’ useful-
ness to students, and, therefore, to this study.
^ "Check List for the Selection of High School Textbooks,”
Teachers College Record . New York: Columbia University,
October, 1925.
2/ Prank A. Jensen, Current Procedures in Selecting Textbooks .
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The check list contains four major topics:
1. General considerations
2. Subject matter
3. Help and aids to instruction
4. Mechanical make-up
Under these major topics were 38 items listed as
important factors in the evaluation of a textbook, including
quality and quantity of essential materials presented, the
kind of drill material included, organization of the material
method of treatment of the subject matter, and types of tests
used.
A complete listing of the various criteria applied in
the evaluation of the textbooks under discussion will be
found in Appendix B.
Results of the evaluation .— After the nine books were
evaluated against ’’Check List for the Selection of High
School Textbooks”, it was found that 15 of the 20 teachers
who took part in the evaluation chose the following books as
the best in each of the subject areas under discussion:
A. Consumer Economic Problems . Shields, H. G.
and Harmon W. Wilson. Cincinnati, Ohio:
South-Western Publishing Company, 1940.
B. General Business . Crabbe, Ernest H. and Paul
L. Salsgiver. Cincinnati, Ohio: South-
Western Publishing Company, 1944.
C. Economic Geography . Staples, Carleton Z. and
G. Morell York. Cincinnati, Ohio: South-
Western Publishing Company, 1940.
This study, therefore, will be limited to the occupational
information found in these three textbooks.
IS. JttIL
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Description of the books selected.
—
A. Consioiner Economic Problems
The content of this hook is designed for
schools which "are able to offer only one course in this
field” and is thus rather comprehensive, and is planned to
acquaint the student with the general and specific problems
of the consumer and the economic influences that affect
consumers. The subject matter is integrated to show the
relation of the various topics to one another. The text
is divided into 14 units which treat the following phases
of the subject: The Consumer and Business; the Significance
of Vifealth and Income; Management of Vifealth and Income;
How Our Financial System Serves Us; How to Invest Money;
How Insurance Serves Us; Modern Economic Influences on
the Consumer; The Consumer and the Marketing System;
Important Relations Between the Buyer and the Seller;
Consumer Protection; General Principles of Buying;
Practical Studies in Buying; The Problems of Obtaining a
Home; and Looking Intelligently at Some Consumer Problems.
There are 52 sub-units, and each is provided with both
textbook and discussion questions. Many sectldns also
include a group of community problems and projects which
help the student to apply his knowledge in practical ways.
There are no colored pictures; 101 black and white pictures;
37 pictograms; 42 tables; and 31 graphs.
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This book contains 726 pages. The contents
are designed to ”give pupils a better understanding of the
services that business renders and of the way in which
these services can be used most advantageously by everyone”.
The text is divided into 11 units that discuss: Our
Business Environment; Our Money and Banking Service;
Thrift; Spending Money Wisely; Sharing Economic Risks;
Accumulating Savings; Travel; Using Our Comiauni cation
Services; Our Means of Shipping Goods; Keeping and Finding
Useful Information; and Business and Society. Each unit
is divided into sub-units totaling 68. Each sub-unit
includes exercises on improving the business vocabulary,
a reading check list, activities and projects for the
students, tests on business understanding and general
business problems. The text also contains 87 black and
white pictures; 41 colored diagrams; 33 tables; and 14 maps.
C . Economic Geography
This text contains 702 pages and 25
units with three general divisions: Man and His Environ-
ment; Products of Commerce and Industry; and Regions of
Commerce. Each unit includes text questions; problems
and projects; topics; and class discussion exercises.
There are 81 black and white pictures; 68 colored pictures;
46 tables; and 42 maps.
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Research Procedure and Techniques
Prohlems of reporting findings .— After the three
typical business textbooks were selected, the problem of
finding the frequency of occupational information included
in the textbooks was to be handled.
Methods used in reporting findings .-- The techniques
employed in the examination of this problem were those of
simple analysis, classification, tabulation, and reporting.
In order to make a complete inventory of all
occupational information appearing in the three textbooks,
it was necessary to examine carefully every page of each
of the books.
The investigation of the three textbooks has been
carried out through four different approaches:
1. A complete enumeration of all the
occupations appearing in the three textbooks
has been arranged in alphabetical order.
The occupational titles listed are those
that are catalogued by the Dictionary of
1/
Occupational Titles .
2. Another complete enumeration was m.ade of all
the occupations appearing in the three
1/ Dictionary of Occupational Titles , Part IV, Entry
Occupational Classification. Vi^ar Manpower Commission.
Y/ashington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office,
October, 1944 (revised edition), pp. 195-242.
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3. The texts were then examined in order to
find quotations which would highlight the
specific areas of occupation listed by
2/
G-eorge E. Myers in his outline for the
study of an occupation:
a. Importance of the occupation
b. Nature of the work
c. Working conditions
d. Personal qualities needed
e. Preparation needed
f. Opportunities to advance
g. Compensation
h. Advantages and disadvantages
The frequency v^ith which t he above listed
areas occur in the three texts has been
compiled end enumerated in tabular form.
Pull details of Myers’ outline are given
elsev/here in this thesis (Appendix A) .
l/ Dictionary of Occupational Titles
,
Part TV, Entry
Occupational Classification. Vifar Manpower Commission.
Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office,
October, 1944 (revised edition), pp . 12-13.
2/ George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance
,
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4. Finally, the content of the three textbooks
has been examined, and a complete documentary
frequency of all industries mentioned in the
text was compiled according to the classifica-
tion of industries listed in the Industry
1/
Group Classifications of the Census Report
of 1940.
Summary of procedure methods .-- The investigation
into the occupational content of three typical business
textbooks used in high school commercial courses was
undertaken for the purpose of bringing to light the material
available to teachers for the teaching of occupational
information through commercial subjects.
1/ Report of the Census, 1940, Bureau of the Census, 16th
Census of the United stated Reports on Population, Vol. Ill
The Labor Force, Part I. United States Summary. United
States Department of Commerce. Vvashington, D. C.: United
States Government Printing Office, 1940.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OP OCCUPATIONAI. TITLES MENTIO^JED IN THREE
TYPICAL BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS
Frequency of Occupational Titles
Methodology of selecting occupational titles . - - The
methodology adopted in this section of the study for the
selection of occupational titles appearing in the three
textbooks referred to above may be classified as that of
1/
documentary frequency. Every page of the three texts
was searched diligently for titles of occupations, and
each title was listed under an alphabetical arrangement,
as shown in Table I,
Description of Table I .-- This table is a complete
documentary frequency of 232 occupations appearing in
the textbooks under consideration and arranged in
alphabetical order. The occupational titles listed are
those that are catalogued by the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles .
For convenience, the textbooks referred to in the
table are coded as Book A, Book B, and Book C, and refer
1/ Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and D. E. S cates. Methodology
of Educational Research . New York: D. Apple ton-Century
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to the following books
:
Book A -- Consumer Economic problems
Book B -- General Business
Book C -- Economic Ge ography
TABLE I
AN ENUMERx/nON OP OCCUPATION^X TITLES FOUND IN THREE
SELECTED BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS
Occupation Book A Book B Book C Total
Accountant 2 2 0 4
Actor 1 0 0 1
Advertiser 1 1 0 2
Appraiser 0 1 0 1
Artist 0 0 3 3
Auctloner • 0 2 0 2
Author . . 0 4 0 4
Automobile mechanic . . . 0 3 0 3
Automobile manufacturer 0 1 0 1
Baker .... 1 2 0 3
Banana grower 0 0 1 1
Bank cashier 0 3 0 3
Bank clerk 1 5 0 6
Bank service agent . . . 1 0 0 1
Barber .......... 1 2 0 3
Baseball player 1 0 0 1
Beauty parlor operator . . 0 1 0 1
Billing clerk 0 2 0 2
Book clerk 0 1 0 1
Bookkeeper 1 8 0 9
Bricklayer 3 0 0 3
Business agent 1 0 0 1
Business manager 2 0 0 2
Buyer • • • • 2 0 0 2
Candy manufacturer .... 1 0 0 1
Canner 1 0 i 1 2
Camera maker 0 0 2 2
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Cosmetic manufacturer . .
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Occupation Book A Book B Book C Total
Parmer, stock raising . . 0 0 2 2
Farmer, silver fox . . . 0 0 1 1
Fisherman 0 1 5 6
Filling station attendant 1 U 0 1
Fireman 0 2 0 2
Fire insurance underwriter 1 1 0 2
Florist 1 1 0 2
Food importer u 0 2 2
Foreman . . 0 1 0 1
Forester u 2 0 2
Forestry agent 1 0 0 1
Freight handler 0 0 2 2
Fruit grower 0 0 4 4
Fruit packer 0 0 1 1
Furniture maker 0 2 2 4
Furrier 0 0 3 3
Pur trapper ....... 0 0 1 1
Garbage collector .... 1 0 0 1
Glove maker 0 U 2 2
Gold miner 0 0 1 1
Government worker .... 4 3 0 7
Grocer 0 6 0 6
Guest speaker u 1 0 1
Hardware maker 0 0 1 1
Harvester 0 0 1 1
Health inspector .... 1 0 0 1
Hotel clerk 0 2 0 2
Hotel keeper 0 1 0 1
Housewife 0 1 0 1
Inspector of Buildings
Inspector of vueights and
1 0 0 1
Measures . . . 1 u 0 1
Insurance agent 3 0 0 3
Insurance underwriter . . 2 0 0 2
Installment dealer . . . 0 1 0 1
Installment seller . . . 0 1 0 1
Inventor 0 4 7 11
Investment counselor
. . 1 0 0 1
Investment promoter . . . 5 0 0 5
Investor 0 6 0 ' 6
Ironmaster . 0 0 1 1
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Table I, continued
Occupation Book A Book B Book C Total
Jobber 0 3 0 3
Laborer 3 5 9 17
Lawyer 3 9 2 14
Lecturer 0 1 0 1
Librarian 0 2 0 2
Life insurance agent . . • 2 0 0 2
Light house keeper , , . • 0 0 1 1
Lender (money) 0 2 0 2
Longshoreman 0 0 1 1
Machinery manufacturer . • 0 0 2 2
Maintenance worker , . . • 1 0 0 1
Manager 0 7 0 7
Manufacturer 0 11 0 11
Marine insurance underwriter 2 0 0 2
Meat cutter 1 0 0 1
Meat packer 0 0 1 1
Mechanic 3 2 0 5
Merchant 17 9 8 34
Middleman 1 0 0 1
Mill- saw salesman . . . • 0 0 1 1
Minister 1 0 0 1
Miner 0 0 1 1
Miner, platinum .... • 0 0 1 1
Miner, gold 0 0 1 1
Miner, silver 0 0 1 1
Monk ......
• 0 0 1 1
Newsboy 3 2 0 5
Navigator
« 0 0 1 1
Oil driller 0 0 1 1
Oil refiner
• 0 0 1 1
Oil dealer 0 0 1 1
Oil seed presser .... 0 0 1 1
Paper maker 0 0 1 1
Opera singer
• 1 0 0 1
Patent medicine manufacturer 1 0 0 1
Pawnbroker 2 0 0 2
Painter
• 4 0 0 4
Peanut grower 0 0 1 1
Peddler 0 3 0 3
Photographer 0 2 0 2
Physician
• 1 0 1 2
Pianist 1 0 0 1
Pilot
• 0 0 1 1
1.1 MitOO fjlJiix
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Occupation Book A Book B Book G Total
Plasterer 1 0 0 1
Plumber 1 0 0 1
Policeman 1 1 0 2
Politician 8 0 1 9
Pork packer . 0 0 1 1
Postal clerk • U 1 0 1
Poultry raiser 0 0 3 3
Prodmcer 1 1 0 2
Professor • 2 0 0 2
Printer • 0 0 1 1
Public accountant .... • 0 3 0 3
Public speaker 0 1 0 1
Publisher • 1 0 5 6
Public realtions director • 3 0 0 3
Pullman conductor .... 0 2 0 2
Pullman porter 0 2 0 2
Q,uarry worker • 0 0 2 2
iiadio repairman .... 1 0 0 1
Railroad worker 0 2 0 2
Rancher
• 0 0 3 3
Rayon worker 0 U 1 1
Reaper 0 0 1 1
Restaurant operator . . . • 0 1 0 1
Retailer
• 0 8 4 12
Retail clerk 0 4 0 4
Rice farmer 0 0 3 3
Roofer 2 0 0 2
Rooming house operator • 0 1 0 1
Salesman
. 16 7 0 23
School official
• 0 1 0 1
Sculpter 2 0 0 2
Seaman 1 0 0 1
Secretary
. . 9 3 0 12
Sheep raiser
• 0 0 8 8
Shepherd 0 0 1 1
Ship builder 0 0 2 2
Shipper 0 1 0 1
Shipping clerk 0 1 0 1
Shoemaker 2 0 4 b
Shoe store operator
. , . • 0 1 0 1Silver fox farmer .... • 0 0 1 1
Smelting v/orker 0 0 1
i
i
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Book A Book B Book C Total
0 0 3 3
0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 2 0 2
0 0 1 1
6 3 0 9
0 1 0 1
4 0 2 6
1 0 0 1
0 0 2 2
0 0 6 • 6
6 3 2 11
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
3 0 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 1 u 1
0 1 u 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 2 0 2
0 0 4 4
1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1
3 0 0 3
7 0 0 7
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
12 9 14 35
1 0 0 1
2 0 3 6
0 0 6 6
0 0 2 2
0 0 2 2
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Summary of the data .— Table la, below, reveals a
summary of the number and frequency of occupational titles
enumerated in Table I, The frequency of mention of the
occupations in the three textbooks is reported not by units
but by the totals of each book.
TABLE la










Book A 89 271
Book B 97 258
Book C 90 248
As shown in the above table, there was very little
variation in the three textbooks in regard to both the
frequency with which the occupational titles were mentioned,
and the total number of individual titles appearing in each
book
.
Only seven occupations appeared in all three of the
books, and these were: Parmer, Engineer, Laborer, Lawyer,
Merchant, Teacher, and Wholesaler.
Many of the titles listed were those with which the
student is familiar. However, the true value of the findings
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lies in the wide range of occupational titles with which
the student in high school commercial courses will come in
contact in his regular school courses, and the occupations
which appear in the three textbooks examined are of
sufficient variety to he of value to the student who is
going into some kind of work after he leaves high school,
and may v/ell serve as a starting point in the teaching of
occupational information through high school commercial
courses
.
Classification of Occupational Titles
into Major Occupational Groups
Purposes of group classification .-- After the three
textbooks used in this study were analyzed for occupational
title content and frequency, it was necessary that the
occupational titles analyzed in the preceding pages
(Table I) be classified according to some standard
functional grouping of occupations in order to understand
m.ore fully the scope of occupational information included
in the three textbooks.
Areas to be considered in the classification .-- The
classification selected is that utilized in the Dictionary
1/
of Occupational Titles and the major occupational groups
1/ Dictionary of Occupational Titles , Part IV, Entry
Occupational Classification. War Manpower Commission.
V/ashington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office
October, 1944 (revised edition), p. 13,
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to be considered, together with their definitions, are as
follows
;
A. Professional, Technical and Managerial Work
Persons having the qualifications
for entry into work requiring the
capacity to acquire and apply special
knowledges involve'^ in artistic creation,
entertainment, social service work,
teaching, scientific study, research,
engineering, law, medicine, business
relations or management
b. Clerical and Sales Work
Persons having the qualifications
necessary for entry into work involving
recording, transcribing, composing,
compiling, transmitting, and systematizing
written communications and records,
computing or compiling mathematical or
statistical data, or dealing with the
public in business situations to effect
sales, give information, or perform other
comjnercial or administrative services.
c. Service work
Persons having the qualifications
necessary for entry into work that
involves ministering to the needs of
others in preparing food, serving meals,
caring for children, and in other types
of personal service activities.
d. Agricultural, Marine, and Forestry Work
Persons having the qualifications
necessary for entry into work involving
the raising and harvesting of cipops, the
breeding, care, catching, and hunting of
fish and other animals, the hauling of
boats, cind preservation of forests, the
gathering of forest products, and other
related activities.
e. Mechanical work
Persons having the qualifications
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necessary for entry into work in which
the independent judgment of the worker
determines the machine and manual
operations to he performed in obtaining
proper form, quality, and quantity of
materiel to be produced. Workers may be
required to lay out work, to estimate
quality, suitability, and needed
quantities of materials, to make precise
measurements, to read blueprints or other
specifications, and to make special
computations or mechanical adjustments
to control or regulate processes.
f. Manual Work
Persons having the qualifications
necessary for entry into work in which
the form, quality, and quantity of the
work depend primarily on prescribed
methods and on the performance of machines
or equipment or on the use of hands or
hand tools. Workers may be required
to observe the operation of machines,
to feed machines, and to perform other
repetitive and physical tasks.
The functional grouping of occupational titles
according to the six major occupational groups, shown above,
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ANALYSIS OP OCCUPATION TITLES BY
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
Frequency Totals Totals







artistic Work .... • • • 4 4 3 11
Musical 'Work .... • • • 2 0 0 2
Literary Work .... • • 7 5 8 20
Entertainment work • • • 3 3 0 6
Public Service work . • • 20 6 3 20
Technical work . . . • • • 39 49 12 100
Managerial work . . . • • • 15 35 28 78 246
Clerical and Sales Work
Computing Work . • . 4 6 2 12
Recording Work . . . • • • 25 39 0 64
General Clerical Work • • • 4 4 0 8
Public Contact work . • • • 54 57 16 127 211
Service Work
Cooking 0 0 0
Child Care ...... • • « 0 0 0 :
Personal Service work • • • 9 11 0 20 20
Agricultural, Marine, and
Forestry Work
Farming ...... 53 V 68 128
Marine Work • • • 1 1 0 2
Forestry work .... • • • 1 2 1 4 134
Mechanical work
Machine Trades . . , 0 11 2 13
Crafts ....... • 28 18 64 110 123
Manual Work
Observational Work • • • 0 0 1 1
'
Manipulative work . . 2 1 10 13
Elemental Work . . . 4 5 12 21 35
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Findings revealed by Table II .-- In the functional
gi*ouping of occupationa.1 titles in x^hle II, it can be
observed that the occupational information appearing in
typical business textbooks is predominantly descriptive
of business and allied occupations.
The Professional, Technical and Managerial G^oup leads
the list, with the Clerical and Sales Group, with its four
subdivisions, a rather close second. It is alsD worthy of
I
note that a large majority of the titles in these two groups
1
is concentrated in the lower sub-divisions, '
If specific occupc. tional titles are considered instead
of frequency of mention, the disparity is just as
noticeable. For example, of 89 specific titles mentioned
in Book A, 41 of them are about jobs in the Professional
Group, while 37 of the 96 titles mentioned in Book B are in
this group.
Breaking down the table still further, one fincSsthat
of the 41 titles in Book A referring to jobs in the
Professional Group, 20 of them refer to technical work,
while 16 of the 37 titles in Book B refer to technical
work. Book C is in a minority in describing job titles in i
this group, allotting only 17 titles of its 90 to Professional
Work.
Running a close second is the Clerical and Sales Group
with 20 titles in Book A, 34 titles in Book B and 6 titles
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in Book C referring to jobs In this group. And, again,
it is in the lower sub-division, Public Contact Work, to
which reference is made in the text of the three books,
devoting 11, 20, and 5 titles respectively to this
category.
Though occupations in the other Major Groups and
Sub-Groups are not ignored, the information offered, with
the exception of farming, does not have the scope that the
groups related to business have. There are a great many
references to various forms of farming, probably because
of the value of farming to the national economy.
The findings would seem to indicate that a great many
possibilities exist in business courses for the teaching
of occupational inform.c.tion, and other school courses could
find the same possibilities existing after similar analyses.
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ANALYSIS OP OCCUPATIONAL INFORMilTION CONTENT
IN THREE BUSINESS TEXTBOOKS BY EIGHT
OCCUPATIONAL AREAS
Procedure of Analysis
Procedure for reporting; In Chapter III, the
occupational titles contained in the three business text-
books examined in this study were enumerated, analyzed,
and classified by the major occupational groups utilized in
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles . This analysis was of
limited value as it did not reveal the kinds of information
presented in the textbooks about the occupations analyzed.
In order to classify the specific information about
jobs included in the textbooks, is was necessary to
develop another type of analyses, that of setting up a
table lAhich would present the occupational information
previously analyzed under some classification which would
reveal the kinds of information presented about each of the
occupations described previously.
ir. review of the research has shown that the occupation-
al outline is an effective way of imparting such occupa-
tional information, since it explores all the areas
necessary for an occupational knowledge of the work.
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1/
the study of &n occupation reported hy George E. Myers
was an ideal vehicle for the analysis of occupational
content of the three textbooks used in the development
of this study.
The areas of occupational information to he
analyzed .-- Myers’ outline classifies occupational
information content under eight major areas:
1. Importance of the Work
2. Nature of the Work
3. Working Conditions
4. Personal Qualities Needed
5. Preparation Needed
6. Opportunities for Advancement
7. Compensation
8. Advantages and Disadvantages
Table III, following, utilizes this major occupational
area classification to present the amount and type of
information presented in each of the three textbooks about
occupations. The occupational titles listed are from the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
1/ George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1941,
p. 111.
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KINDS OF OCCUPATIONAL I INFORMATION FOUm: IN THREE





















Accountant AB* A A
Actor A A A




Author B B B B
Automobile
Ma.nufacturer B
Automobile Mechan5c B B B
Baker AB AB A A A
Banana Grower C
Bank Cashier B





’^A designates Book / B, Book B; C, Book C.
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Business Manager A A A
Buyer A
Candy Manufacturer A A
Canner AC A
Camera Maker C C
Carpenter AB AB B
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Cheese Maker C C
Clerk B B
Chicken Raiser C
Coal Miner AC AC
Coffee Grower C
Clay Molder c
Coffee Picker C C
Collar Maker C






Consumer Specialist B B B B
Cotton Planter C C
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Dealer B B B
Dentist AB ABC C C
Depot porter B B B B B
Domestic Servant B
Distributor A A
Driver AB AB A
Druggist B
Dress Designer B E B B
Dry Cleaner B B
Economist A A
Engineer ABC BC A A A
Entertainer
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raising) C C C
Farmer (silver fox) C
Fi Sherman BC BC
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Garbage Collector A A
Glove Maker C C
Gold Miner c
Government Worker A A A
Grocer B B B
Guest Speaker B B B B B B
Hardware Maker C
Harvester C
Health Inspector A A
Hotel Clerk B B B
Hotel Keeper B B




and Measures A A
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Investment Promotor A A A
Investor A
Iron Master C C C C
Iron Worker C
Jeweler A A A
Jobber A
Laborer ABC ABC A A A
Lawyer ABC AB A
Lecturer B B B B




Lender (money) B B
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Maintenance Vvorker A A
Manager B B B B B B
Manufacturer AB AB B
Marine Insurance
Underwriter A A
Meat Cutter A A A
Meat Packer C C
Mechanic A B A A A
Merchant ABC ABC B B
Mi ddleman A A
Mill-saw Salesman C
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Oil Seed Presser C
Paper Maker C




Painter A A A A
Peanut Grower C
Peddler B B B
Photographer B B B
Physician C AC
Pi ani s t A A A A






































































Politi cian C C C C C
Pork packer C
Porter C C C
Postal Clerk B B












Public Accountant B B
Public Speaker B B
Publisher AC AC AC AC
Public Relations
Director B B B B
Pullman Conductor B B
Pullman Porter B B B B
Quarry Worker C
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Radio Performer A A A A A
j
Railroad Worker A A A
Rancher C
Rayon Worker C
Real Estate Expert A A
Real Estate Agent A A A A
Reaper C
Representative B B
Restaurant Operator B B
Retailer BC BC
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Sculptor A A A
Seaman C
Secretary A AB A A





Shoemaker AC A A
Shoe Store Operator B B
Singer A A A A
Silver Pox Parmer C
Smelting V/orker C
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Truck Gardener P B B
Trust Officer A A A A
Underwriter A A






Wrapper A A A
Writer AC A A
Wool Manufacturer C
Wool Shearer C

















Quantitative Summaiy of Findings
Tabulated summary of findings *-- Table Ilia, belov/,
presents a summary of the data revealed in Table III, and
indicates the amount of information available to commercial
students in typical business textbooks.
TABLE Ilia
SUMiviARY OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOmiATIOK DATA FOUND IN





A B C Totals
Importance of Occupation 76 88 53 217
Nature of w'ork 74 85 54 213
Working Conditions 12 6 6 24
Personal Qualities Needed . . . . 22 25 8 55
Preparation Needed 7 17 6 30
Opportunity to Advance 3 2 1 6
Compensation 16 10 2 28
Advantages and Disadvantages . . . 6 8 21 35
216 241 151 608
Interpretation of the table .— An overall summary of
the table shows that out of a total number of 608 references
430 of them, more than two-thirds of the total, are
’r
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concentrated in the two major areas. Importance of the work
.
and Nature of the work . Important of the Work had the
largest total number of references with 217. Nature of
the Work was a close second with 215 references. Next in
total number of references was Personal Q[ualltie3 Needed
with a total of only 55. advantages and Disadvantages
was in fourth place with a total of 35 references, with
Preparation Needed and Compensation close behind with totals
of 30 and 28 references respectively. Working Conditions
was in seventh place with a total of 24 references.
Practically neglected was Opportunity to Advance with a
total of only six references to this major area, or less than
one per cent of the total of 608.
The same ratio of references to the major occupational
areas holds true, with slight variations, vhen the three
textbooks are analyzed separately. Book C, Economic
G-eography
.
contained the least number of total references
to the major areas with only 151 out of the total of 608,
of which 54 referred to Nature of the Work
,
53 to Importance
of the Occupation and 21 to Advantages and Disadvantages .
The highest total of references to these major areas
was found in Book B, General Business
,
with a total of
241 out of 608, 175 of them to the major areas. Importance
of the Occupation and Nature of the Work.
Book A contained 216 references out of the total of
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608 and placed second in total number of references.
Conclu si on .— Although the lack of information
pertaining to the area Opportunity to Advance is obviously
of insufficient value to serve any practical purpose, the
figures show a great number of references to occupational
information contained in the three textbooks and a
well-balanced distribution over seven of the eight major
areas analyzed.
These findings are m.ade more significant when it is
realized that the textbooks selected v/ere not chosen for
the value of the occupational information contained in them,
but as typical textbooks in use in high school commercial
courses
.
In view of this fact, and t aking into consideration
the amount and kinds of occupational information contained
in textbooks used in high school courses, it may be
concluded that:
Classes in business subjects may
easily incorporate a study of occupations
for which the courses give preparation.!/
1/ Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, T^T4~r~pT''22W.
.
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Qualitative biimmary of Findings
xmpOrGance of qualitative analysis .— The eight
major occupational areas used in Tables III and Ilia as
criteria determining the kinds of occupational information
described in typical business textbooks are of vital
importance in determining the value of a study of this
type, but the development of the analysis by occupational
area did not reveal the quality of the occupational
material contained in the textbooks. The importance of
such information to the teacher who is thinking of
incorporating a study of occupational information is
obvious
.
Procedure of qualitative analysis ,-- In order to
make this study as valuable as possible to the prospective
teacher and student interested in utilizing these findings,
it was decided that selections, from the three textbooks,
of representative statements within the scope of the
eight major occupational groups were needed. These
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QUOTATIONS
IMPORTANCE OF THE WORK
From ConsTimer Economifcs Problems ;
An opera singer i s a producer, not because he creates
any utility in wealth, but because he satisfies a human
want directly. Teachers, lawyers, physicians, and actors
are also producers because they satisfy human wants directly
— page 31
The problem of the business manager 1 s to develop an
effective^ combination of the right proportions of natural
resources, labor, capital, management, and government.
This combination will of course, vary from one industry to
another: but the problem of the proper adjustment of these
five factors is a basic one by which the efficiency of the
business manager is determined.
-- page 33
As the farmer is a very important element in our
economy, he must prosper, along with everyone else, in order
to make our economic society prosperous. Unless the farmer
has an adequate income, he cannot buy the products produced
by laborers and manufacturers in cities. In order to
complete the economic cycle of prosperity, the businessman,
the city worker, the consumer and the farmer must all
prosper.
— page 408
Prom General Business ;
The great majority of those i/ho earn a living by
working in business are paid wages or salaries. These
people are employees of business. They work as skilled
and unskilled laborers, stenographers, bookkeepers, and
accountants, salesmen, managers, and as various other types
of workers,
— page 4
Although lawyers, doctors, teachers, engineers, public
accountants, and people in other professional occupations
are not considered to be in business, their chief work is
that of selling service.
— page 17
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Quotations, continued
Likewise, thousands of skilled workers, such as
barbers, beauty parlor operators, automobile mechanics and
dry cleaners sell services.
— page 17
Prom Economic Geography :
The farmer of today with his tracuors, cultivators,
and combines can produce much more food than the farmer of
one hundred years ago.
— page 16
Only by wonderful engineering feats were railroads
connected between two regions made possible . Since the
beginning of history, the Pyrenees Mountains successfully
held back land commerce between Spain and Prance, although
engineers finally made railroad connections through these
mountains practicable.
— page 43
Lumbering has become the principal source of income
for the Swedes. Some of the typical industries allied to
it are the production of matches, wood pulp, tar, pitch
and resin.
-- page 607
NATURE OP THE WORK
Prom Economic Problems ;
Competition among advertisers is another form of
waste, when several companies in t,he same kind of tuslness
advertise, and all advertising is equally colorful and
alluring, one advert i sen ent tends to nullify the other.
In some cases even IliougpL the total amount of advertising
of all the companies has increased the demnd for the given
product, the advertising becomes unprofitable, as the
competition In advertising Increases, the combined cost of
producing and selling the product will Increase unless the
manufacturers can dispose of such large quantities that the
gain in production efficiency will offset the loss in
advertising efficiency.
— page 23
A clearing house represents an association of banks.
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Quotations, continued
meet at t he clearing house. In most cities two clerks
represent each bank. One clerk delivers the checks th«t
were received by the bank during the previous day and that
are to be collected from other banks. v»ith the checks is
a list showing the cjnount due from each bank and the total
amount due on all the checks. The second clerk receives
from the other banks checks that are to be collected from
his bank v.ith statements showing the amount due each bank.
— page 139
The first link in the chain of the events in a security
transaction is the broker or dealer. A broker receives
from his client a fee for buying and for selling a security.
« dealer buys securities and sells them in the hope of
making a profit.
— page 186
From G-eneral Business ;
In the Georgian Cafeteria, the cashier is instructed
to give each customer his change in the anallest possible
number of coins.
— page 45
J. N. Clark sells brushes from door to door. After
he has delivered the brushes and collected for them he
buys a bank draft and sends it to his company.
-- page 137
L. C. Reed was the representative of the Clayburg
Pump Company, of Liberty. He delivered an order to the
Lee Lyons Company, of Bridgeport, and received a check for
^285.50 in payment.
— page 137
Prom Economic Geography ;
In large commercial centers, an enormous amount of
man power is required to load and unload frei^ts. at
railroad terminals these men are c^led freight handlers;
at wharves they are called longshoremen.
— page 79
In Lynn, Massachusetts, tiiere is a great concentration
in the shoe industry. Several factories are found there.
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Quotations, continued
each manufacturing only certain parts of the shoe. In
these factories are skilled workers especially trained to
do one operation.
-- i>age 106




From Consumer Economic Problems ;
Some anall trade unions, because of their strict
organization, are able to control the supply of labor in
their particular occupations, and thus to control the
level of wages. Throu^ their unions, watchmakers,
bricklayers, and other groups sometimes control the number
of experienced men.
— page 221
The work of women and children has long been the
subject of regulations by state legislatures and by the
Federal Government. The labor legislation with regard to
women and children has pertained largely to limiting their
employment from certain industries, and regulating
working conditions, hours and wages.
— page 394
Oppressive child labor is considered to be the
employment of children under sixteen years of age in any
occupation, or the employment of children of sixteen or
seventeen year;= of age in any occupation that is hazardous
or detrimental to health or well being.
-- page 395
From General Businesp ;
Years ago it was common for men to work six days
each week, twelve hours a day, fo r a total of seventy-two
hours a week. Today men average about forty working hours
each week. Consequently, the working man has almost twice
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Quotations, continued
Today outstandirg businesses atten^t to provide good
working conditions. The cleanliness of the buildings and
the equipment within them have been greatly improved.
Mechanical safeguards have been added in order to reduce
the number of industrial accidents. Many businesses have




Improvements made in working conditions go far toward
increasing economic security. When working conditions are
healthful, both employees ard employers benefit. The
employer benefits because v;orkers are able to do more and
better work. The employee benefits because he does not
lose time.
— pafee 662
From Economic Geography ;
The hot humid days di scourage physical activity on
the part of the natives, and men from the temperate zones
are unable to do hard physical work because of the heat and
the many tropical diseases.
— page 31
So great is the economic cost of misfits, which result
in a great labor turn over, tha.t stricter attention is
being ^ven to the importance of vocational guidance and
advice, by means of which young people are enabled to find
the work for which they are best fitted, without the waste
of time and the loss of money that follow the hit-or-miss
way.
— page 106
The more powerful tribes captured and made slaves of
the weaker. They forced these slaves to do the dlsagreeabl
and heavy work. Galley slaves, chained to benches rov/ed
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From Consumer Economic Problems ;
Skill and leadership
Designers and manufacturers of shoes and other wearing
apparel attempt to influence our choice by making changes
in designs or materials,
— page 3
Iritiatlve
The manufacturers of candy and the sellers of flowers
emphasise Mother’s Day in order to increase the s^le of
their products.
— page 3
Individual responsibility and intelligence
Every merchant will, as a matter of fact, obtain the
highest price he can. Competition, however, regulates
the upper limits of price, ihirthe rmor e , because of
competition, the price that the merchant can get is some-
times so low that he does not make a profit.
— page 21
From General Business :
Cooperation
All laborers and owners, cle ik s and managers, salesmen
and foremen working together make modern business what it
is today. without such cooperation, we would not have many
of the goods and services that make modern life pleasant.
-- page 6
Thrift
If a person is thrifty, he uses his time wisely. He
studies works and plays, but he never wastes time in
idleness. By study and work he invests part of his time
in his own earning power, as a result of this investmenc
he will be able to accomplish more in the future and his
income will be greater than it otherwise would be.
— page l4t3
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Positions of responsibility are more likely to be
offered to those with good credit ratings.
-- page 208
From Economic Geop;raphy ;
Intelligence
The breeding cf a kind of sheep that produces mutton
and wool equally well is now the goal of sheep raisers.
— page 321
Tactfulness
The fact that cattle cannot be pastured on land that




That the art of the potter was well known among




From Consumer Economic Problems :
Any person with a normal mind and a good physique can
do unskilled work in farming, building roads or handling
goods for storage ca? shipping. To be a skilled mechanic,
however, a person needs more education and to be an
engineer still more.
-- page 47
as a business manager the man of much ability and v/ide
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quotations, continued
If one bu si ne s sma-n h^s a secret that will enable him
to operate at a profit that is greater than the profits of
competitors, he has an important advantage. If his
competitors learn the secret and become as skillful as he,
the latter will lose his advantage.
-- page 57
Prom General Business ;
Thrift makes it possible to take advantage of oppor-
tunities. Some people may have had the chance to accept
Important positions, but they were unable to do so because
they did not have enou^ training. Or they have had the
chance to invest in profitable businesses but they did not
have the money required. In many cases the inability to
grasp an opportunity has come from lack of thrift.
— pages 143-144
When he goes to his dentist, however, he can ask for
the dentist? s advice regarding the best way to care for his
teeth. Likewise, he can ask his physician about advertised
medicines in order to avoid wasting his money.
-- page 213
Prom Economic Geography ;
Any farmer may apply to a county agent, to the many
representatives of the Soil Conservation Service, or the
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations for advice
as v;hich methods of soil conservation are best adapted to
his particular problems.
— page 53
Farmers are adopting a method of planning their farm
work different from tha u which they have following for many
years past. They are realizing that they must collect
definite facts as to soils, length and degree of slope,
amount of erosion, kind of land use and climatic conditions.
-- page 54
Special skills and training, sometimes of racial
origin, sometimes because of environment, have led to some
regions becoming famous for specialized products, such as
S.,itzerlcind for handicraft products.
-- page 104
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Prom Consumer Economics ;
The person who specializes becomes proficient in his
work.
-- page 35
Usually, if there is a choice between the person who
has no high school education and one who has, the employer
will ordinarily take the one with the hl^ school education.
The person v^rith a limited education therefore has a
limited choice of occupations and usually receives rela-
tively lower wages.
— page 47
Individuals also have natural monopolies through their
talents, as singing, writing, sculpturing and paint irg. If
there had been many men with voices as good as Caruso's,
Caruso vrould not have been so famous and would not have been
able to demand such high prices for his services.
-- page 220
From General Business ;
A businessman values his reputation for honesty. He
knows that it is worth much to him, not only in helping
to raise him in other's good opinion but also in ^ving
others confidence in him. The confidence of others will
help him in business, for everyone likes to deal with thosg
that can be trusted.
““ page 679
At present the labor problems of businesses engaged
in interstate commerce are regulated by the National Labor
Relations Act, which was passed by Congress in 1935. Among
other things, this act grants workers the right to join
labor unions of their own choice, and to bargain collect-
ively in settling disputes vd th management.
— page 692
From Economic Geography ;
With the growth of industry in the temperate zone has
come a greater demand for products of the tropics. To
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Quotations, continued
secure an adequate supply of these men from the temperate
zone have gone into the tropics and established large
plantations. Only vh.ere ncdsives cf the tropics under the
organization and management of men from the temperate zone




From Consuirer ii;conomlcs ;
Why does a baseball player or a radio performer get
fifty thou.sand dollar^ or more a year, even though either
occupation may be rather pleasant?
— page 48
For example, if a stenographer earns twenty dollars a
v;eek on the basis of forty hours a week, ;±). e is earning
at the rate of fifty cents an hour.
-- page 92
Until October 24, 194b, the minimum wage rate is thirty
cents an hour in all Indistries regulated by the Wages and
Hours Law.
— page 396
From General Business :
Gave a check for ^25 to Jymes M. Ryan for appearing
as uhe guest speaker at an assembly.
-- page 124
James jromiscd a local druggist to deliver srittLl
packages for him duriug the tiummer. He will be paid
according to the amount of vrork that he does, but he expects
to receive on the average $1 per week.
Russell Moore, vh o has a newspaper route six days a
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Quotations, continued
From Economic Geography :
Parallel advances in transportation and communication
have improved the means of distribution, so commerce can
keep abreast of manufacture. With increased output and
better distribution have come better wages, higher standards




Silk culture is now experiencing a decline in Europe
because of the cheaper labor available in the Orient.
-- page 314
Cone lusions
Summary of the quotations .— The listing of
representative quotations from the three textbooks shows
that a great deal of useful, concrete occupational
information in the various rra jor gro^ips is available to
high school commercial students.
Some of the info mat ion is rather generalized in its
connotation, applicable to any one or all of the major
groups, but most of the information quoted can be of
considerable value both to the student in learning about
jobs and to the teacher who may be Interested in correlating
occupational information with his regular school subjects.
The specific problems of the business manager
are brought out as are the heavy responsibilities he
must shoulder. The farmer is described as a very
important element in our economy, and the reason for this
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civilization is cited. Some of the duties of a bank clerk
are mentioned. The nature of a cashier’s job is suggested,
as well as those of a salesman, freight handler, shoe
factory worker and rice harvester. The forty hour week,
trade unions, child labor, health service, vocational
guidance training are reviewed. Skill, leadership,
initiative, responsibility, intelligence, cooperation,
thrift, honesty and tactfulness are referred to in the
area of Personal Qualities Needed . The preparation
necessary to be a successful farmer, business man, business
manager are stressed. The amount of pay received by a
ball player, radio performer, stenographer, guest speaker,
errand boy and paper boy are suggested.
The only conclusion that can be drawn from these
representative quotations is that high school commercial
students are constantly being exposed to occupational
information throu^. their textbooks, and the commercial
course curriculum could very successfully correlate such
occupational information with its courses.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OP OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION CONTENT OF THREE
TEXTBOOKS BY INDUSTRY GROUP CLASSIFICATION
Procedure of Analysis
Purpose of Industrial classification .-- In the
previous chapters of the study, various methods of analysis
have been utilized go reveal the many types and kinds of
occupational information available to high school commercial
students in typical business textbooks, £»nd pointed to the
conclusion that such courses offer an ideal area for the
correlation of occupationt*! information with regular
school subjects.
To acquaint the student as fully as possible w3. th
various areas of occupational information available to him
it appeared desirable to develop the problem further, in
order to include the occupation«.l information available on
the many industrial groups. Many students today on lec».v-
ing school enter some branch of the industrial field and
this trend towards specialization and industrialization
is growing stronger daily.
Procedure of industrial classification .— To complete
the research on the occupational infb rmatlon available in
the three typical business textbooks examined, it was
•ii:
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necessary to apply a fourth approach to the problem,
classifying the occupational information in the texts
pertained to the industrial field.






was that used in The Standard Industrial Classification .
Under this classification. Table IV presents a total documentary
frequency of all industrial areas appearing throughout the entire
contents of each of the three textbooks.
TABLE IV
II\T)USTRY GROUP CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONAL INPORIVLATION








Coal mining 5 79
Crude petroleum natural gas
production 2 3 81
Metal mining 91
Sand and gravel production 4
Stone quarrying 6
Miscellaneous non-metallic mining 3
ITReport of the Census, 1940, Bureau of the Census, 16th
Census of the United States ^ Reports on Population, Vol. Ill
.
The Labor Force, Part I. United States Summary. United States
Department of Commerce. Washington, D. C.: United States
Government Printing Office, 1940, p. 79.
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Canning and preserving fruits,






Textiles, textile and rayon
products and apparel
Cotton manufacturers
Silk and rayon manufacturers
Rayon and allied products
Woolen and worster manufacturers
Knit goods
Dyeing and finishing textiles
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Industry Book A Book B Book C
Misc. textile goods 9
Apparel and accessories 1
Hats, except clothing and
millinery 2
L Misc. fabricated textile products 3
Lumber, furniture and lumber
products 2
Furniture and store fixtures 1
Logging
Sawmills and planing mills 1 12
Misc. wooden goods 3
Paper and allied products
Pulp, paper, and paperboard
mills 38
Paperboard, containers and boxes 4
Misc. paper and pulp products 2
Printing, publishing, and allied
industries 3 4 13
Chemical and allied products 1 17
Rayon and allied products 1 4
Paints, varnishes and colors 7
Misc
.
petroleum and coal products 9
Rubber products 1 1 11
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Table IV, continued
Industry Book A Book B Book C
Footwear industries, except rubber 4
Leather, tanned, curried, and
finished 16
Stone, clay and glass products 49
Glass and glass products 13
Structural clay products 7
Cement, concrete, gypsum and
plaster products 9
Cut stone and stone products 4
Pottery and related products 9
Iron and SLeel and their products 7 39
Blast furnaces, steel works,
rolling mills 1 12
Tin cans and other tinware 1 11
Misc. iron and steel industries 4
Clocks, watches, jewelry and
silverware 1 13
Machinery
Electrical mach. and equip. 4 6 9
Agric . mach. and tractors 4 23




Misc . machinery 2 13
Transportation equipment
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Industry Book A Book B Book C
Ship and boat building
and repairs 2 39
aircraft and parts 3 9
Kailroad and misc. transporta-
tion equipment 3 9 27
Scientific and photographic
equipment supplies 1 3
Transportation
Air transportation 1 3 5
Railroads 6 17 42
Railway express service 1 3
Street railway, bus, and truc!^lng
service 4 7 19
Trucking service 2 9 31
v”»arehouse and storage 4 3 17
•xater tra-nsportation 6 55
Petroleum and gasoline pipe lines 5 19
Not specified trv^nsportation 1
Communication
"Blephone (wire and radio) 7 33 44
Telegraph (wire and radio) 8 16 27
Radio broadcasting and television 3 3 5
Utilities
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Table IV, continued
Industry Book A Book B Book C
Gas works and steam plants 1 2 7
v»ater and sanitary service 3 2
Wholesale Trade and Retail Trade
Food stores, except dairy prod-
ucts 12 7 5
Dairy products stores d.nd milk
retailing 1 2
General merchanJ.se stores 6 17 3
Limited price variety stores 3
Shoe stores 2 3
Furniture and house furnishing
store 5 6
Household appliance and radio 6 2 2
Drug stores 3 3
Hardware and farm implement store; ! 3 1 3
Lumber and building material
retailing 2 1
Retail florist 1 3 3
Jewelry stores • 1 3
Fuel and ice retailing 1
Misc. retail stores 7
Auto retailing and filling
stations 2 2 5
Motor vehicles and accessories
retailing 2
Filling stations 3 1
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I Table IV, continued
Industry Book A Book B Book C
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Banking and other finance 83 29
Insurance 82 53 4
Real Estate 7 3
Business and Repair Service
Advertising 8 26
Business services, except
advert! sing 7 43
Personal Services
Hotels and lodging places 5 9
Eating and drinking places 4 3
Laundry, cleaning and dyeing
services 6 4
Amusement, Recreation and Related
Service
Theaters and motion pictures 3 4 3
Mlsc. amusement and recreation 7 12 2
Professional and Related Services
Educatlon-cil services 13
Medical and other health services 4 8
Charitable, religious, and
membership org. 3 2
Government
Postal service 17 19
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Industry Book A Book B Book C
Government 63 133 27
National Defence 5 5
state and local government 27 31 22
Summary of the Findings
Tabulated summary of the findings *— Table IVa, below,
presents a summary of the data revealed in Table IV, and
indicates the amount of occupational information referring
to occupations in the major industrial groups.
TABLE IVa
SUIMARY OP occupational INFORMATION POUND IN TEXTBOOKS
CLASSIFIED BY MAJOR INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Industry Book A Book B Book C Totals
Agriculture 24 17 37 78
Forestry 4 42 46
Fishing 1 52 53
Mining 2 8 264 274
Construction 1 9 27 37
Manufacturing 30 56 911 997
Transportation 19 53 188 260
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Table IVa, continued
Industry Book A Book B Book C Totals
Communication 18 52 76 146
Utilities 5 21 16 42
Wholesale and Retail Trade 49 61 22 132
Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate 172 85 4 261
Business and Repair Service 15 69 84
Personal Services 15 16 31
Amusement, Recreation and
Related Service 10 16 5 31
Professional and Related
Services 7 23 30
Government 19 27 264 310
Totals 386 518 1008 2812
Interpretation of the table .
—
Sixteen major
industrial areas and their many subdivisions were analyzed
and summarized in Tables IV and IVa for the amount of
occupational information about Industries in the three
textbooks that might be helpful to the student.
Out of a total number of 2812 references to industrial
occupations, 997 of them, or nearly a third, referred to
Manufacturing . Of the 997 references, 133 referred to the
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the total references in this group v;ere scattered throughout
the other 48 suh-divi sions . Government occupcitions was
second v/ith a total of 310 references. Mining , wi th a total
of 274 references. Finance, Insurance and neal Estate with
a total of 261 references and Transportation , with 260
references were the next most frequently mentioned Industrie
Least reference was made to the A^iusement, Recreation and
Related Sdrvice group, with a total of only 31 references,
and the Professional and Related Services group with a
total of 30, or a combined total of only 61 out of 2812.
The individual books showed an unusually wide variation
in the number of references to industrial groups. Book C,
Economic Geography
,
completely dominated in number of
references, with a total of 1908 references out of a total
of 2812, or approximately two- thirds of the total, with the
Manufac
t
UPing group predominant with nearly half of the
references, a total of 911. Book B, General Business
,
on the other hand, contained a total of only 518 references
to industrial occupations with the Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate group dominating with 85; and Business and
Repair Service showing a total of 69 references. Book a.
Consumer Economic Problems
,
contained the least number of
references to industrial occupations with a total of 386 out
of the total of 2812 references, with 172 references
concentrated in the Finance, Insurance and Real Estate group
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In summary, it can be stated that the unusually high
total of 2812 references to occupational information about
industrial groups shows even more promise for the imparting
of occupational information to commercial course students
than did the figures pertaining to other occupational
groups, and is a fertile field and an important one for
the student who may be interested in learning about the
possibilities of employment in American industry.
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SUGGESTED METHODS OF TEiiCHING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMiiTION
Amount of Information Revealed in Textbooks
Recapitulation *— In the preceding chapters of this
study, analyses have been made, and tables prepared, for
the purpose of revealing the amount of occupational
information available in the texts of three typical busines
textbooks used in high school commercial courses.
The various analyses indicate that a great many
possibilities exist in business courses for the teaching of
occupational information. High school commercial students
are exposed to a great deal of valuable occupational
information in their daily studies and the commercial
course curriculum could very successfully correlate such
occupational information in its regular courses.
/
Techniques for Applying Information Revealed
Purpose of this section .-- There exist many avenues
of approach for the imparting of occupational information
in correlation with the course content of the business
textbooks investigated. Today’s textbooks are not written
for the purpose of correlating occupational Information
with the course subject matter. Thus, the teacher, in
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order to help the student learn something about jobs and
help him plan his future in a practical way, must be
provided with materials which he can use for imparting
this inform.ation in his course.
Various techniques for imparting this information are
provided in this daapter, A description of the techniques
is listed, and a sample unit on transportation is
included to show the ease with which such Information may
be incorporated in textbooks of a commercial nature.
Methods available to teachers .— An overall view of
the m.any techniques that may be adopted are listed below:
1. Field Visits and Trips





e. Other exhibition material
3* Career Conferences
4. The School Newspaper
5. Quiz Contests and Guessing Games
6. School Assembly and Dramatization
7. Classroom Activity
a. Pantomime
b. Vocational Costume Party
8. Radio
9. Motion pictures and Film Strips
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Description of Techniques and Suggestions for Use
Adaptation of techniques .-- This section of the
chapter provides the teacher with suggestions useful in
adapting occupational information to the commercial course
curriculum. The value of the different techniques in
imparting occupational information, suggestions for applying
the techniques, and suggested readings are brought out.
The teacher is not expected to employ all the methods
discussed here. They are presented merely to show the
various ways in which occupational Information may be
imparted throu^ school courses.
1. Field Visits and Trips .— Field visits and trips
to commercial and industrial establishments are ideal
methods of presenting occupational information since the
abstract is replaced by the concrete. The textbook
knowledge of Industry and jobs takes on a new significance
as the students see the subjects of their study in a
natural setting.




1/ Hoban, Charles F., Hoban, C. F. Jr., and Zlsman, Samuel B.,
Visualizing the Curriculum
. New York: Dryden Press, 1937,
P» 41.
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Through school journey procedure
the spark of scientific genius may be
kindled, the naturalist developed, the
musician started, artistic genius stirred,
literary ambitions set on fire, patriotic
impulses quickened, the spirit of adven-
ture aroused. There i s no limit to the
possibilities
,
To be successful, the field trip requires advance
planning. Contacts should be sought with personnel
managers of firms through the telephone directory or through
chamber of commerce publications. The teachers must
acquaint the personnel man with the aims of the groups,
their interests, and the length of time available for the
visit. In addition, opportunity to ask questions of their
guide should be settled.
Many variations of the field trip may be used. The
Saratoga Springs, New York, school system uses once a year
a ”Vocation Day” in which each student, having made a
choice of an occupation, spends an entire day with a worker
in actual work. Previous to the visit, the student must
explore the qualifications and requirements for the o ccupa-
1/
tlon that he is considering.
For more detailed information on this technique, the
following books are suggested:
Atyeo, Henry C., The Excursion as a Teaching Technique
,
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1939.
TT Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance .
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Dilts, Adda, “The Excursion Club as a Supplement
to the Class in Occupations," Occupations , Vol. II,
December, 1932, pp. 112-115.
Good, Charles H. , "Tours for High Schools," Chicago
Schools Journal
,
Vol. 21, May- June, 1940, pp. 276-'281.
Hoban, Charles P., C. P. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B.
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum . New York:
Dryden Press, 1937, pp . 29-57.
2. Exhibits and Displays .-- Displays and exhibits
are valuable media for imparting occupational information.
The Bulletin Board, Book Displays, Picture Displays, Posters,
and Museum Exhibits are silent salesmen for the creation of
student interest.
1/
a. Bulletin Board . V/illiam Karp in speaking
of the bulletin board states:
In a sense, the bulletin board is
the day to day guidance newspaper.
To m^e this technique effective, the board should be large
enough to accommodate a large amoimt of reading material,
and should be placed in a central location -where it will
attract attention.
Visual material relating to occupational information
is appropriate to the bulletin board. The aim is to
stimulate interest and motivate the student into seeking
action on occupational Information. Such material
1/ Joseph Samler , Vocational Guidance through Groups .
"Washington, D. C.: B’nai B’rith Vocational Service Bureau,
1944, p. 58.
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is easily available. Tbe dally newspapers, magazines,
fiction and non-fiction, cartoons, comic strips, advertise-
ments, current event, editorial comments, civil service
announcements, and help wanted ads are items that may be
posted.
b. Book Displays . This exhibit should be
centered around a central theme as done in commercial
advertising. Many books of biographies, fiction, and
career stories contain occupational information that
students may be directed to.
c. Picture Displays . A collection of occupa-
tional information by way of pamphlet pictures, other
pictures and clippings is a method of supplementing the
subject matter. The teacher may elect a committee to
arrange for display of this material in exhibit form. A
weekly change of topic with a central theme will assist in
attracting interest. The picture display may have some
written information directing student to pertinent
information in the pamphlet file. The school photography
club may be persuaded to assist in this display by taking
photos of town personalities at work.
Many other sources exist for the collection of pictures,





and the "Dupont Magazine".
Some excellent pictures of workers are found in the
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Visualized Curriculum Series, published by the Creative
Educational Society, Mankato, Minnesota, in 1940.
d. Fosters . Posters may be used in conjunction
with the book display to direct attention to the theme
presented.
The students would be requested to furnish the theme
and collect the poster material. Those students having
artistic ability may be prevailed upon to draw the
required material.
e. Other exhibition material . The gathering and
exhibition of museum material is an excellent Informational
medium. This type of exhibit may be handled in two Wo.ys
.
The students may develop their own material for exhibit
purposes, or the teacher may request industries to supply
exhibits of materials.
The students may be requested to make cut-outs from
magazines to be mounted on past board to give a panorama of
occupations in the particular unit being studied. Or they
nay be asked to develop a product map of a given region
under consideration at the time. From the products may
come the question of the producer, and the producer may be
classified as to occupation and industry, using the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and The Census Report of
1940 as reference. The development of a World’s Fair
exhibit on industry and its products may be utilized by
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the classroom teacher.
The students may he grouped into committees to write
to -various Industries for exhibit material. Once received,
the students may arrange the exhibits according to their
subject units.
A list of more than one hundred sources of exhibit
materials of various kinds available from industries is
1/
given in Dent’s The Audio-Visual Handbook .
For more detailed information on Exhibits and Displays,
the following references are suggested:
Dale, Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching . New
York: Dryden Press, 1946, pp. 166-181.
Kelly, Matilda, "Display Your Wares," Wilson Library
Bulletin
,
March, 1944, pp. 519-523.
New York Museum of Science and Industry, "Exhibition
Techniques," The Museum News . Washington, D. C., 1940.
Routzahn, M. S., Tell It With Exhibits . New York:
Social Work Publicity Council, Russell Sage Foundation,
1936.
<
Hoban, Charles F., C. F. Hoban, Jr., and Samuel B.
Zisman, Visualizing the Curriculum . New York:
Dryden Press, 1937, pp. 255-256.
Stopler, J. R., "The Bulletin Board as a Teaching
Device,” Teachers College Record
,
Vol . 40, October,
1938-May, 1939. Nev; York: Columbia University.




Spencer, Eunice, "The Bulletin Board--An Able Assistant,"
The Business Education World, November, 1941, pp. 269-
270.
l/ Ellsworth C. Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook . Chicago:
The Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1942.
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Bruder, Mildred, ”The Crow’s Nest,” Wilson Library
Bulletin
,
May, 1943, pp. 754-755.
Young, P. H., Technique of Advertising Layout . New
York; Crown Publishers, 1946.




3. Career Conferences .-- The career conference is
an exceptionally good way for imparting occupational
information for it is concerned with the Imparting of
information on jobs through the conference method. The
conference may take the form of a Forum, Symposium, Panel
1/
or Discussion, the last being the best for small groups.
However, these various types of conference allow the teacher
sufficient latitude in choosing a program to fit his needs.
Class participation for this conference is necessary to
insure success. A committee on planning the day’s program;
a publicity committee; a committee on visual aids; student
chairman program and a committee on general information
are all necessary for the successful operation of a
career conference.
The students choose several areas of occupational
information that interest them. Once chosen, a student
committee makes a survey of possible speakers in the field
who are available as speakers in the school. The committees
IT Joseph Samler, Vocational Guidance through Groups
Washington, D. C.: B'nai E’rith Vocational Service
Bureau, p. 58.
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should leave v/i th the speakers an outline ss to methods
1/
of studying an occupation; the grouping of students as
to class and number; and the length of time they are to
sp e ak
.
For further references on the career conference, the
following are helpful:





"Suggestions to Leaders of Occupational Group
Conferences," Kiwanis International, 1936.
Samler, Joseph, Vocational Guidance through Groups .
Washington, D. C.: B’nai B’rith Vocational Service
Bureau, 1944.
<
4. The School Newspaper .— The utilization of the
I
school newspaper as a method of imparting occupational
information brings into play many factors of vocational
interest such as journalism, advertising and business
management as well as public relations. It heightens
interest in occupational information since it brings out
real life situations of everyday life.
The size of the school may be a limiting factor in the
use of this medium. However, if an entire newspaper
cannot be used, a section may be used with the caption of
occupational information. The method, of course, depends
TT George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Comnany, 1941,
pp. 112-113.
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on the individual teacher’s approach.
The school nev/spaper may be used as an elaboration
of bulletin board material and may use all the approaches
suggested for use on the bulletin board.
Magazines such as "Pic”, "Seventeen", "Your Future",
and "Occupations" are excellent possible sources for ideas
of material content and Interest to high school students.
1/
Joseph Samler, in Vocational Guidance through Groups
,
presents in detail the aims and possibilities of a
vocational guidance newspaper.
5. Quiz Contests and Guessing Games.— Gertrude
2/
Forrester states that a guessing game or quiz contest
is an interesting aid to stimulate students to observe
current occupational information. The teacher of
commercial subjects may easily incorporate this technique
into her subject matter because of the ease 'with which such
a method may be adopted.
The teacher may appoint a committee to investigate
the adoption of a particular game and to draw up a set of
rules for the game. A committee chairman may act as quiz
master. The motivation for su ch a game brings out the
l/ Joseph” Samler
,
Vocational Guidance through Groups .
Washington, D. C.: B'nel B’rith Vocational Service Bureau,
1944, p. 54.
2/ Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1944, p. 109.
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natural desire to compete, hence interest and attention is
there
.
The Musical Vocational Quiz, as developed by the
1/
Summer Youth Center of Teachers College at Columbia,
demonstrates a spontaneous method of interest by the piano
playing of songs that suggest an occupation. Lack of a
piano mi^t introduce recordings of these songs. This
may be utilized as an excellent approach by the teacher
because of the novelty value. A further refinement of
this idea may be the use of operas, the characters of
which may be Identified as to occupations. Such an
approach leads to a knowledge of the fine arts as a
secondary result of the use of this method.
A game that will also create interest because of
novelty is the search of family names that suggest occupa-
tions. Examples are Butler, Cooper, Cook and Shepard.
Clues from other than Anglo-Saxon names may be had by
derivation.
Typical examples of contests may be illustrated by
mention of a few approaches that have been successful.
2/
The book Dr. Manpower--The Wartime Job Quiz suggests
i
1/ Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1^44, p. 118.
2/ George J. Berkovitz and George Hewburger, Dr. Manpower --
The Wartime Job Quiz . Washington, D. C.: B’nai B’rith
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one hundred questions suitable for a quiz contest and
methods on how to use them.
A second book related in content to the above is
What Do You Know
,
which gives an excellent idea of content
make-up that may be used in conjunction with the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles and the Census Report of 1940 .
The occupational information that this study found in the
three textbooks examined might be adapted to this book.
Two excellent sources of information on surnames are:
Weekly, Ernest, Surname
s
. New York: E. P. Dutton and
Company, Inc., lUsTI
Eitson, H. D., ’'Parnily Names from Forebears,’*
Occupations, February, 1941, pp. 328-330.
6. School Assembly and Dramatization .-- The school
assembly is a versatile medium for imparting occupational
information. Talks by employers may be used. Student
sketches on occupational information may be acted. A
program modeled along the lines of the radio program
’’Town Hall Meeting”, with experts, may be developed to
answer questions on occupational information.
The use of dramatization may be adopted in the school
assem.bly hall. The students may develop various themes
along the content of vocational information. Student
written assemblies, episodes from biography, and radio
scripts are areas that may be covered by this technique.
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These programs are especially useful in club programs such
1/
as ’’Future Business Leaders of America” and ’’Order of
2/
Business and Efficiency” in the business sections of high
schools
.
Student written assembly programs have real educational
value because the students themselves are the composers. For
production purposes, revisions must, of their necessity,
SDot-light the occupational content more clearly. An example
5/
of such dramatic value is found in ’’The Play's the Thing”.
This drama presents students discussing their occupational
ambitions, and the second scene shows the group ten years
later with actual occupations.
Episodes from biographies are good material for drama-
tization of emphasis on occupational information. However,
the teacher must be cautioned to the fact that many
biographies are not typical of everyday occupations but are
exceptions. The reference book on biographies. Plays of
i/
Ameri ca ' s Achi evements presents good playlets for this
purpose
rr Sponsored by the National Council for Business Education,
Washington, D. C.
2/ Sponsored by Business Education World . New York: The
Gregg Publishing Company.




4/ Samuel S. Ullman, plays of America's Achievements .
New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, Inc., 1941.
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7 , Classroom Activity .
a. Pantomime . Pantomime, a form of dramatics,
may be adopted to teach occupational information.
Students of commercial studies may be prevailed upon
to act out, for example, in connection v/ith the unit on
communication, such ^occupations as truck driver, aviator,
and street car operator. This method is incorporated
under the title of Dramatics
,
discussed in another section.
b. Vocational Costume party . This method may
be utilized at the end of the school term to stress an
occupation or an avocation of the students. Awards may be
made for uhe most unusual and most original costumes.
Prizes may be awarded to fit the individual class program.
8. Radio .— Another enrichment of subject matter
in occupational information may be utilized by radio
broadcasts
.
Interesting radio progrcims of an occupational nature
are presented by the three national networks. Catalogues
on eduCc^tional programs may be secured free from the
networks on request, another source of infomation of
current vocational guidance radio programs may be found
in the magazine "Occupations”.
A typical example of radio broadcasting on thi s theme
is the excellent series, "On Your Job", presented by the
National Broadcasting Company during 1939-41. This series
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dealt with some type of job or occupational problem
presented in drama form followed by an Interview with a
representative of the occupation.
Local stations may be persuaded to present an
occupational Information program in cooperation with the
school system. Many local stations already do so as a
public service feature. Station WTAO in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, devotes one hour a week to educational
programs of the Cambridge School Department. The Rotary
Club of Buffalo, New York, in 1940 sponsored a program
covering 26 occuoations and permitted students to interview
1/
with the radio speaker.
For more detailed information, the following sources
are suggested;
NBC Presents . New York; National Broadcasting Company.
CBS Student Guide . New York: Columbia Broadcasting
Company
.
Goudy, Elizabeth, and Francis Noel, "How to Use
Audio-Visual Aids--Radio, Recordings, and Use of
the Microphone," Business Education World, January
1944, pp. 258-261.
Kitson, H. D., "Airways of Guidance," Occupations,
Vol. 12, No. 7, pp. 26-28.
Radio scripts on vocational areas are an easy method
of organization for pupil particioation since no memory
l/ Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance .
Boston; D. C. Heath and Company, 1944, p. 32.
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of parts is required, no scenery is necessary, and only a
fevi/ rehearsals are given.
The teacher interested in the use of this method may
obtain many helpful suggestions by writing to the Educa-
tional Radio Script and Transcription Exchange, Office of
Education, Yifashington, D. C.
Representative scripts that may lead the teacher to
possible correlation with subject matter are:
Business Plays and Mock Trials . Cincinnati, Ohio:
South-Western Publishing Company, 1941.
Findlay, Bruce A. and Esther B. Findlay, ”Keyf and
Cue^,” Business Plays . New York: The Gregg Publishing
Compa ny, 1934.
Lincoln, M. E., Teaching About Vocational Life . New
York: International Book Company, 1^37
,
pp. 314-321.
Preston, Effa S., ’’Square Pegs,” High School Assem_bly
Plays . Chicago: Dennison Company.
Schneider, Arnold, ’’Office Jobs for the Business
Graduate,” The Balance Sheet
,
October, 1941.
9. Motion Pictures and Film, Strips .— An excellent
tool of audio-visual aid is the motion picture. Motion
pictures as well as film strips give an enrichment of
reality to occupational information since they portray
the information in a natural setting. They supplement
the textbook and the field trip by showing situations that
the students may not see in any other way. Association
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The teacher of business subjects may find many
indexes of descriptions and sources of occupational




New York; H. Vv. Wilson
Company
.
The Business Education World .
Journal of Business Edvication .
Occupations
,
•'Your Life ?sfork" (Series of films) and ’’Clerical
and Sales Occupations” (Film strip), produced by
Vocational Guidance Films, Inc., Des Koines, Iowa.
Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago, Illinois,
( 42 film strips )
.






1 . The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
is a basic reference to the study of occupational informa-
tion. It is the ’’Bible” in this field of education. It
lists 21,653 separate occupations which are defined and
arranged by occupational code number. Through the use of
these code numbers, the characteristics of the jobs are
l/ Dictlonary~f Occupational Title s, Part I, Definitions of
Titles; Part II, Titles and Codes; Part IV, Entry OccupationeQ
Classification. War Manpower Commission. Washington, D. C.;
United States Government Printing Office, October, 1944
(revised edition).
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reflected, and those occupat5_ons which require similar train-
ing, abilities, and other qualifications are grouped together.
To explore this Dictionary as a tool, the teacher of
commercial subjects may use many ways. Suggested approaches
are the assignment to students of lists of occupations found
in the texts for Dictionary definitions, lists of occupations
to be placed in occunational groups according to the Dictionary,
1/
and the building of occupational ladders, i.e., find from the
Dictionary the various steps required for a definite occupation.
Prom the many machines in office and factory equipment, the
teacher may request the occupational titles to such equipment.
For more detailed information on the Dictionary, the
following publications are suggested:
Shartle, Carroll, "Vocational Guidance and Job Families,"
Occupations
, pp. 506-508.
Stead, V/. H., "The Dictionary of Occupational Titles,"
Occupations
,
October, 1940, pp . 16-19.
Ward, Raymond S., "How to Use Part IV of the Dictionary,”
Occupations
,
October, 1943, pp. 38-41.
Zeran, Franklin, The Occupational Dictionary as a Tool
in Vocational Guidance Work . Washington, D. C.: United
States Office of Education, 1941.
"Naming, Defining, and Classifying Jobs,” Occupations
,
April, 1944, pp. 396-414.
l/ H. D. Kitson, I Find My Vocation . New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 193T^ pp. 97-103.
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2. The United States Report of the Census,
1/
1940. This hook may be considered as second to the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles as a major reference to
occupational information,
2/
H. D. Kitson, a prominent authority on occupational
information, emphasizes the importance of this work as a
reference tool:
The informative function of vocational
guidance can be partially performed by a proper
utilization of the census reports. These
statistics are available and await their appli-
cation to take a prominent place in the
preparation of youth for vocations.
This Report provides valuable statistics on Industry,
Population, Business, Manufactures and Agriculture
concerning facts about the labor force, the trends of
various occupations and industries, the volume of business
done by business establishments of different kinds and
other valuable facts useful to the teacher.
The teacher may explore the Census Reports as a method
of imparting occupational information to the students in
various ways. Graphs may be made to show the trend of
l/ Report of the Census, 1940, Bureau of the Census, 16th
Census of the United States . Reports on Population, Vol.
III. The Labor Force, Part I. United States Summary.
United States Department of Commerce, ’Washington, D. C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1940.
2/ H. D. Kitson, The Scientific Study of the College Student
Chicago: Psychological Review Company, 1917
,
p. 80.
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the 12 divisions of workers since 1900. Other graphs may he
made for wages and salaries, hours worked, and other facts
about labor. To be more meaningful, the teacher may request
that this information be limited to the student’s home
community
.
Students may also be asked to report on the volume of
business in the wholesale trade and retail trade area of
business, and compare it with that of neighboring comm.uni-
ties or, by bar graphs, with that of previous years.
The teacher may request the students to choose three
occupations of interest to them and check the available
data in the Census Reports for the development of an
occupational outline.
Additional sources of information for teachers are:
Anderson, H. Dewey and Percy E. Davidson, Occupational
Trends in the United States . Palo Alto, California:
Stanford University Press, 1940.
Austin, William Lane, ’’Jobs and the Census,”
Occupations
,
February, 1940, pp. 334-337.
National Education Association, "Schools and the 1940
Census,” Research Bulletin, Vol. 19, No. 5, November,
1941.
Tibbjtts, P. L., "Vocational Guidan.ce and the 1940
Census," Occupa tions
,
January, 1940, pp. 252-257.
3. Technological Trends and National
1/
Poll cy . The third reference book in conjunction with
1/ Teclinologi cal Trends and National Policy, Including the
Social Implications of New Inventions
,
National Resources
Committee. Ymshington, D. C.: United States Government
Printing Office, 1937.
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teaching occupational information is tlie National
Resources Committee report. Technological Trends and
National Policy/, Including the Social Implications of New
Inventions . This report /^Ives technological developments
and changes. V/ith such changes come the inevitable
recession of some occiapations and industries end the
Increase of new occupations and industries. Thus, the
report is of especial value in the study of trends and
opportunities in occupations.
The report has three parts. Part I discusses the
inventions of the past century and the possibility of
future inventions. Part II treats of the relation of
science and technology. Part III has nine chapters in the
follov/ing areas: agriculture, minerals, transportation,
communications, pov/er, chemistry, electrical goods,
metallurgy, construction. Each cha.pter is v/rltten by
experts v/ho point out the social implications of technology
in their fields. These implications demonstrate future
job possibilities.
The report shows 13 Industries that it predicts will
expand in the decades ahead. The teacher may emphasize
these areas by showing trade publications of these
|
industries. Home assignments using these trade ma.gazines
to correlate v/ith the textbooks might be another avenue to
travel in the spot-lighting of occupational information.
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The follovdng publication may be read for more detail
on the National Resources Planning Board:
National Resources Planning Board, Qur National
Resources, Facts and Problems . Washington, dT C .
:
Superintendent of Documents, United States
Government Printing Office, 1940.
4. Civil Service Announcements . These
announcements are an excellent source of occupational
information for students of commercial subjects. They may
be furnished by the teacher by requesting a committee to
pay a visit to a local post office or by writing a letter
to the local civil service office for such material. Once
the material is gathered, the class may be assigned to
gather such specific information as job requirements,
experience needed, salary, personal data requirements as
to health and military service.
Although the announcements may be for other than the
student’s vocational choice, the student is familiarizing
himself with the location and study requirements for an
understanding of these sheets.
To show the Importance of civil service, the teacher
may request the students, by committees selected, to check
with the Report of the Census of 1940 for the development
and trend of employment in civil service, the wide variety
of jobs available, and salary scales. Other possible
avenues of information may be suggested by the individual
teacher on these announcements.
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5. Other government publications . Many
government bureaus and departments publish important material
on occupations, labor, business, industry, and other valuable
information that the teacher will find useful. These
publications are listed in the Monthly Catalog of United States
1/
Governjnent Publications .
b. Non-government publications . Private business
and industry publish a huge amount of literature every year,
much of it containing valuable occupational information. House
organs, public relations material, pamphlets, company newspapers,
are only a few of the sources for occupational information.
Not to be overlooked in the search for periodical
material are the more than 1200 trade journals catering to
all types of business and industry and profession, and
containing the latest trends in the particular field, problems
of the industry or business, and many other Interesting,
informative and valuable facts and statistics.
Summary .-- The variety of the techniques available to
teachers for imparting occupational information through
regular school subjects shov/s that the procedure for this
type of education is developed fully enough for all practical
purposes. Some schools have already proven the value
of such methods in teaching occupational information
to students through regular courses, and it is merely
l/ United State's Government Publications . Washington, D. G.:
Superintendent of Documents, United States Government Printing
Office
.
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a question of time until the other schools throughout the
country adapt these techniques to their own curricula.
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Correlation of Occupational Information
in Transportation Unit
Purpose of this section .— In order to elaborate
further on methods of presenting occupational information
in correlation with the subject matter of commercial
subjects, a representative unit on Transportation as used
in the texts was selected and developed by supplementary
material
.
The commercial teacher is not expected to use this
material. It is simply presented to give an idea of the
ease with which occupational information may be incorporated
in textbooks of a commercial nature.
Unit assignment .— The assignments suggested below may
be given students in conjunction with their regular unit
assignments. Notations after each item refer to the
bibliography at the end of this section.
1. What is the number of employed workers in the transpor-
tation field? (14; 79-84;
2. Give the definitions of the following workers:
aeronautical engineer, starter, steward, and purser.
(7: 1)
3. iHhat was our earliest means of transportation?
(5: 78-94; (11; 9)
i"
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4. What inventions led to the development of the steam
ship, the locomotive, the automobile, and the
airplane? (1: C III, G IV)
5. How may automobile trailers change our way of life?
(18: C 5)
6. What is the occupation of a sand-hog and vhat are
his duties? (7)
7. •5'f Compare the mjunber of workers in the trucking
industry with that of the f*allroad Industry. Is the
trend toward trucking or railroad transportation?
(14: V III)
8. What are the educational requirements for an airplane
pilot and a locomotive engineer? (7)
9. 44- Name five industries thao are suppliers for the
railroads, the automobiles, and the airlines.
(14: V III)
10. * Name three occupations in the commercial airline
field. (7: IV)
11. Explain the provisions of the Railroad Retirement
Act of 1937. (14: V III)
12. In what ways do the farmers of the country depend on
the railroads? (8: 83-89) (9: 72-87)
•M- Items marked with an asterisk are to be done by pupils
selected by the teacher.
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Make a bar graph of the trend of employment for a
I
blacksmith in comparison with an automobile
mechanic from 1910 to 1940. (14: V III, 79-B4)
Read the poem, "The Twelve Forty-Five", by Joyce
Kilmer, and relate in writing the story of the poem.
(15: 174)
Make a vocational ladder of a traffic freight manager.
(12: 97-103;
Write an essay on the subject "Railroad Passenger
Terminal". Embody at least ten occupations
connected with transportation in the essay.
Visit the local airport and make a list of the various
occupations necessary to service the airport.
Gather from the local chamber of commerce the
statistics for commercial travel in the airlines
during the past ten years and show this information
by a bar chart
.
Prepare a book report on the story, From Moccasins
to Wings; Stories of Our Travel Ways . (2)
Write a report on Casey Jones, A Song of the Railroad
Men. (13: 64-65)
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Optional related activities .— The following activitie:.
are not required. As the title implies, they are optional.
However, some pupils may find it profitable and interesting
to complete any activity of their choice. These activities
may be placed on the bulletin board and are not included
in the unit assignment passed out to each student.
1. Develop an occupational outline-^- on an occupation
in transportation that in of interest to you.
2. Go to the post office and observe the announcements
of Civil Service Examination. '^rite dov/n all
the occupational titles that relate to trans-
portation. Make a chart on what you observe
including: the position; the salary; duties;
requirements; and the time, place, and method
of conducting the examination.
3. Make a collection of pictures from newspapers and
magazines of workers in the transportation field.
Mount these pictures on 9 by 12 colored paper
and arrange them on the bulletin board.
4. Write a business letter to the Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Michigan, requesting information about
the history of the company.
5. Bring to class a recent newspaper or magazine
clipping on the increased trend of travel in
See Appendix A
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6. From the Encyclopedia Americana look up the term
•’seniority". How does this term apply to the
railroad industry?
7. Pay a visit to a local truck transportation center
and inquire from the personnel manager the
qualifications necessary to become a truck
driver
,
8. Make a comparison of the Want Ad Column of your
local newspaper by the developing of a bar graph
demonstrating the frequency of occupational
openings during a thirty day period with that of
ten years ago in the transportation field.
9. Compute the salary of an airline pilot and a
locomotive engineer from The Report of the
Census
,
1940, Vol. Ill, Tables 72 and 73.
10. Summarize the report of "gasoline produced from
coal” from the book Technological Trends and
National Policy, Including the Social Implica-
tions of New Inventions .
11. Purchase a model airplane kit, assemble it, and
bring it to class for display purposes.
12. With your camera, take snapshots of various
persons in the transportation field in your
community. Bring the pictures to class and
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mount them on the occupational information
bulletin board. At the bottom of each picture,
indicate where further sources of information
on these occupations may be found.
Read the biography We, by Charles a. Lindbergh
(Grosset and Dunlap), and report on the study
using the outline on page 69 in I Find My
Vocation, by H. D. Kit son (McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1931)
From your dictionary find the meaning of the
word "transportation". List all the derivations
of this word and give their meanings.
vKrite to the American Federation of Labor and the
Committee for Industrial Organization in
vVashington, D. C. and ask for information about
transportation unions, a genera.1 history of
each union, including facts on the age, number,
ages, and working conditions, should be listed
as to the specific information that is sought,
once this information is received, ploii a chart
showing the growth of the Tecimsters’ Union in
enrollment and wage increases from 1920 to
1945.
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OUTLINE FOR THE STUDY OF AN OCCUPATION
1. Importance of the occupation
a. How does it serve society?
b. How many people does it employ?
c. Is this number increasing or decreasing?
d. Is it widely distributed or localized?
e. If localized, in what principal cities is it
carried on?
f. What, briefly, is its history?
2. Nature of tlie work
a. YJh&t does the worker do?
b. Is the work highly/ repetitive or quite varied?
c. Does it tend to stimulate growth?
3. Working conditions
a. Indoors or outdoors?
b. Does the vi/orker stand or sit?
c. General sanitary conditions?
d. Kind of fellow workers?
e. What are the working hours?
f. Organization among the workers?
g. How important is membership in this organization?
4. Personal qualities needed
a. What physical qualities are necessary— strength,
endurance, etc.?
b. What degree of intelligence and of emotional
stability?
c. What personality traits--initiative, cooperation,
persistence, leadership--are highly important?
5. Preparation needed
a. What general education and special training are
necessary or desirable?
b. How and where may the special training be obtained?
l/ George E. Myers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance
.
Mew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1940, p. 111.
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6. Opportunities for advancement
a. How does one enter the occupation?
b. At what age?
c. Vtfhat are the average periods of service at
different levels of the occupation?
d. What promotions lie ahead?
e. ^/Vhat are the principal related occupations in
which one might seek advancement?
7. Compensation
a. »»hat annual earnings at first?
b. The earnings of the experienced, of exceptional
workers
.




e. Are there comrai ssions on sales?
f. Are there discounts on goods purchased from the
employer by the worker?
g. Are there profit-sharing bonuses?
h. What annuity or retirement provisions are in effect’
i. Other compensations, as unemployment insurance,
sick benefits, long vacations, etc.
8. Advantages and disadvantages
a. This item includes all those topics which do not
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"CHECK LIST FOR THE SELECTION OF HICH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS"
Major topics were four:
General considerations
Subject matter
Help and aids to instruction
Mechanical make-up






1. Size of type




C. Size of book
D. Number of pages
II. Authorship
III. Date of copyright
IV. Essential materials
A. Properly graded
B. Practical and up-to-date
C. Illustrative material




l/*tlheck List for the Selection of High School Textbooks,"
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2. Oral and written
3. Review of words
I* Vocabulary













C. Test study method
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